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At the End everything is touched by AI 

KI und das neue Zeitalter 
der Kundenbindung



The intelligent heart of customer experience





We’re in 
the midst 
of an AI 
revolution

Source: Timeline of Open and Proprietary Large Language Models

https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2023/04/timeline-of-open-and-proprietary-large-language-models.html


Disrupt or 
be disrupted contribution to the 

global economy by 2030

$15.7 T
Estimated

from increased 
productivity

$6.6 T
Estimated

from increased 
consumer demand

$9.1 T
Estimated

Source: PwC’s Global Artificial Intelligence Study

😮
That’s more 

than the 
current output 
of China and 

India 
combined! 



CX is the 
industry that 
will be most 
disrupted by AI

Sam Altman
CEO, OpenAI 

“I think a lot of 

“I think a lot of 
customer service jobs 
[…] get eliminated 
pretty quickly”



Consumers want and 
are eager for AI to 
improve support 
experiences

of consumers already 
predict generative AI 
is going to provide a 
critical role in service

67%

of consumers want 
AI to create more 
personalized and 
effective support 
experiences 

71%

Source: Zendesk CX Trends 2023 study



But it’s a 
marathon not a 
sprint to infuse 
advanced AI 
across the 
customer journey Prompt: AI representing the saying 

“it's a marathon not a sprint”





AI still poses a number of risks and threats

#1 AI taking over 
(Ex The Singularity)

#2 AI missing the 
right context 

(Ex The Paperclip Maximizer)

#3 AI telling lies 
(Ex deep fakes)



Accuracy 
continues to 
be a major 
hurdle



Significant AI 
progress is still to 
come, especially 
as AI becomes 
democratized 



Zendesk’s 
AI strategy



All service will 
eventually be 
AI first

Zendesk 
POVZENDESK POV

AI’s current strength

AI’s future strength

PROACTIVE REACTIVE PREVENTATIVE

Automation

Prediction

Notification

Connection

Suggestion

Trend Identification

Evaluation

Cultivation

Awareness Consideration Conversion/Adoption Retention Advocacy

Recommendation

To automate or not to automate, that is the question 



Out of the box and 
accessible to anyone 

Zendesk AI is 
a unique, CX-
tailored 
solution

Built and trained on the 
best CX data and expertise

Designed for the entire 
service experience

Transparent and 
trustworthy

Zendesk AI



Zendesk AI 
solves the last 
mile problem so 
you can just 
focus on fine 
tuning

Out of the box and accessible to anyone 

Our AI development

First mile Middle mile Last mile

Data capture,

Cleaning,

Labeling

Model building 

and testing

Real world 

implementation,

Routine use

18 Billion
conversations our AI 
models are learning from



Zendesk AI speaks 
service across 
industries and use 
cases through the 
highest quality CX 
data and expertise

Built and trained on the best CX data 

Mapping intents in the retail industry 
based on historical CX data 

Order

Change items/quantity in order

Change shipping address

Track my order

Return order

Get return label

Exchange item

I want a refund

I’m still waiting for my refund

I never received my order

What forms of payment can I use?

Update payment info

I need a receipt

Order update

Order return

Billing

Refund

Payment



Zendesk AI infuses 
intelligence and 
automation for 
every role in service 
– customers, agents 
and admins

Designed for the entire service experience 

Customer-facing
bots

Agent 
Co-Pilot

Intelligent 
workflows 
for Admins



Zendesk AI is leading 
the way with new AI 
trust and privacy 
standards that 
include granularity 
and control

Transparent and trustworthy 

Choice

Transparency

Protection



Zendesk’s 
AI vision



Launched in May 2023
Leveraging the 
power of 
generative AI, 
like ChatGPT, 
will continue to 
be a top priority

And we are currently working with 
Google AI, AWS AI, Anthropic AI 

and more to evaluate and 
potentially use their LLMs.



Consumers will 
get better, 
more direct 
answers to 
their questions 
with generative 
AI

From To



Agents will work 
alongside an AI co-
pilot helping them 
intelligently 
respond faster and 
more effectively to 
every customer Example of using AI to solve tickets faster 

with related prior tickets



Admins will have 
better insights and 
recommendations 
to improve 
knowledge and 
automate 
workflows 

[Placeholder for more 
here from Product 
team with double 
clicks into major areas 
like admin intelligence 
panel]

Example of an AI generated workflow



Eventually, 
generative AI 
will evolve 
chatbots to 
completely 
automated 
agents

[Placeholder for more 
here from Product 
team with double 
clicks into major areas 
like admin intelligence 
panel]

Context

What is the 

business

+

Knowledge

Rules of the 

business

Examples

Past 

interactions

+

Reasoning

Generative AI 
= x

with humans in 
the loop for 

supervision and 
escalations





Vielen Dank

Besuchen Sie uns auf 
unseren Stand 
oder „connecten“ sich 
mit mir auf Linkedin.
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